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Abstract. An adaptive algorithm for identification of
the unknown parameters of the dynamic environ-
ment in contact tasks is proposed in this paper using
the augmented least square estimation method. An
approximate environment digital simulator for the
continuous environment dynamics is derived, i.e. a
discrete transfer function which has the
approximately the same characteristics as the
continuous environment dynamics is found. For
solving this task a method named hold equivalence is
used. The general model of the environment
dynamics is given and the case when the environment
dynamics is represented by second order models with
parameter uncertainties is considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the major topics of currrent robotics research
is the control of constrained motion of robotic
manipulators interacting with dynamic environment.

In general case of treating the contact tasks, the
complete real environment dynamic model must be
taken into account because the dynamic environment
has a significant influence on the performances and
the stability of the single or multiple robots in the
contact tasks [1-8].

In this paper the case when the contact between the
object and the environment does imply energy
transfer or dissipation is analyzed, i.e. when the
manipulated object is kinematically constrained
and/or dynamically coupled with the dynamic
environment.

Based on the principle of closed-loop control systems
stability, the control laws stabilizing simultaneously
the robot motion and its interaction forces with the
dynamic environment have been synthesized [1-8].
Control design of robot for compliant manipulation
on dynamic environments is studied in [9-13].

In most practical contact tasks, such as assembly,
machining, or remote handling in an unstructured
environment, the exact values of the environment
dynamic parameters are not known in advance, and
only regions of the possible values of these
parameters are known. In this paper an adaptive
algorithm for identification of the unknown
parameters of the dynamic environment in the contact
tasks is proposed using the augmented least square
estimation method. An approximate environment
digital simulator for the continuous environment
dynamics is derived using the method named hold
equivalence.

2. THE ENVIRONMENT MODEL

The environment model is essential for the analysis
and synthesis of single and multiple robots holding an
object motion of which is constrained by the
environment. The environment model describes the
complex nonlinear relation between the contact force
Fc at the contact point between the manipulated

object and the environment and the position and
motion of the contact point.

The general dynamic model of the environment with
which the object is interacting may be described in
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the object coordinates YOa ER in the form of a

vector nonlinear differential equation [1], [14]:

F" = t&iOY Y Y ^ =
(1)

where Ft sRmx> is the generalized constraint contact

force at the contact point between the object and the
environment, }} is six-dimensional nonlinear vector

function, Y^ G R6xl are the absolute coordinates of

the mass center of the manipulated object, C

represents viscous friction, inertial, Coriolis,
centrifugal, gravitational and elastic contributions,

M{YOe)eRmxm is the non-singular inertia matrix

representing contribution of the environment,
IiXoo^oa)

eRmxl coHect terms which represent

viscous friction, Coriolis, centrifugal, gravitational

and elastic contributions, and ST(YOa)eRmxm is

continuous matrix. In a three-dimensional space the

dimension m of the contact force vector Fe depends

on the technological task to be solved, when either
only the interaction force between the object and the
environment is of interest or when the moments of
these forces are also included. At present, it will be
adopted that the dimension m and the number of
degrees of freedom of the robot mechanism n,
(either single or multiple), are equal, i.e. m — n.

One of the most important properties of the
environment dynamics model (1) is the uniqueness of
its solution with respect to the force Fe,

(rangS(YOa)=m = n), since under the same initial

conditions different actions of the environment force
cannot exert equal object motions in that environment
[2].

3. ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM UNDER
UNKNOWN ENVIRONMENT

In most practical contact tasks, the exact values of the
environment parameters are not known in advance,
and only regions of the possible values of these
parameters are known. Let us suppose that the set of
the unknown parameters of the dynamic environment
which constraints the object motion is given by

C$t)ERr, where r is the number of the unknown

environment parameters. Assuming that the bounds

of the possible values of the environment parameters

are defined by the set C^t)sRr, an adaptive

algorithm for identifying the unknown environment
parameters is presented in the text to follow. This
adaptive algorithm enables the single or multiple
robots to perform compliant manipulation on the
unknown dynamic environment.

We consider the case when the environment
dynamics is represented by the second order models
with parameter uncertainties.
Without loss in generality, and in the sake of
simplicity, here the planar case is considered, i.e. the
case when the dimension of the vector Fe is

m = 2. So, the generalized force Fe at the contact

between the manipulated object and the environment
may be decomposed in two contact force
components: (i) F normal to the environmental

constraint, and (ii) Fa J_ F^.

Let us assume that the contact force component F

is a sum of inertia, friction and elastic terms:

while the contact force component Fa JL F is the

sum of inertial and friction terms:

Ра=
тЉо +hAa +^XFey -Sgn ( i O a ) (3)

where x^ and y^ are object coordinates;

^ У = mn'^mt> mo * s ш е m a s s °f m e manipulated

object, me is the equivalent mass representing the

inertial contribution of the environment, mx =tf l 0 ,

hy, hx ,k , Vx denote viscous friction components,

environment stiffness and static friction coefficient,
respectively. So, under the assumption that the static

friction coefficient Vx is known, the set Cft) E Rr

containing the unknown environment parameters is
given by:

O=(my hy ky mx hx) e R5 (4)

These parameters may be identified using the
environment digital simulators in both directions of
the contact force components and the adaptive
algorithm presented in the text to follow.

3.1 SYNTHESIS OF THE ENVIRONMENT
DIGITAL SIMULATORS

In the s — domain (s=(d I dt) - the Laplace

operator) the equation (2) may be written as

(5)
where

is the transfer function of the environment dynamics,
which, by taking into account the environment
parameter uncertainties, may be described as
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Gey(s) = (mys
2+hys+ky) (6)

where (?) denotes the estimated value of (•).

Since the bounds of the parameter uncertainties are

assumed to be defined by the set L$t)ERr, it may

be written:

(7)

where " i , ( m i n ) , mAmu), V i » ) ' A W

^>(min)» ^>(тах)' a^ a " k n o w n bounds of the real

environment parameters my, hy, and ky defined

by the set £fr)etfr.

Now, let us design an approximate digital simulator
for the continuous environment dynamics represented
by (6), i.e. let us find those discrete transfer function
which has approximately the same characteristics as
the continuous environment dynamics (5). There are
several approaches for solving this task: numerical
integration, pole-zero mapping, hold equivalence.
Here the method named hold equivalence is used
since it gives better results compared to the other
methods [15].

As shown in Figure 1, if T is the sampling period,

the sampled object position data УОаЦТ) are

assumed to be approximately equal to yJiT), the

output of the discrete representation of l/Gjs)

with zero order hold:

Г ( yjt)
-J

Hold

9Jt)
Figure 1. Approximation of the environment

digital simulator (y-direction)

The zero-order-hold equivalent to \IGAs) is

given by [151:

(8)

where G (s) is defined by (5), Z{-} denotes the

Z — transform of the function {•} , a transfer function
- i .

of z is a delay of one time unit.

Using (5) and (8) and applying the zero-order-hold
equivalence, the difference relation between

FjiT) and ;yO f l(lT), T is the sampling period,

may be approximately described as:

(9)
= blFt,[(i-l)T]+b2Fv[(i-2)T]

where ax = - a2 =

s{ and ѕг are eigenvalues of the environment

transfer function G (s),(6):

denotes the estimated value of (•).

_ 1

m

4
my

s2(s2-Sl)

In an analogous way as for the y — direction, it is

possible to derive the difference relation in the
X - direction between the contact force component

Fa\iT), T is the sampling period, and the

sampled object position data xQa {iT), which are

approximately equal to xQa{iT), the output of the

discrete representation of 1 / Gex(s) with zero order

hold (Fig.2).

Г
Gjs)

Hold

(iT)

Figure 2. Approximation of the environment
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digital simulator (x-direction)

The zero-order-hold equivalent to \IGa\s) is given

by |

ao>

Using (3) and (10), and applying the zero-order-hold
equivalence method [15], the difference relation

between Fa(iT) and XOa{iT) may be

approximately described as:

JCJJT) + C,A:0O[(J - 1)7-] + C 2 J C J ( / - 2)7"] +

(П)

mm, T mm

' = F

tx ~ (see(3)).

3.2. ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM FOR THE
UNKNOWN ENVIRONMENT

DYNAMICS

The adaptive algorithm for the unknown environment
dynamics is as follows:

Step 1: Design the single or multiple robot control
system with the assumption that the initial dynamic

° h°y, and ky haveenvironment parameters m°y, hy, and ky

the values which lie in the a priori known regions
defined by (7):

k . <k° <k ^

where

>(min)' )>(max)' y(min)' y(max)' y(min)'

^y(max)'are a ' l l^own bounds of the environment

parameters m , A , and k .

Step 2: Drive the single or multiple robots and the
manipulated object with the controller designed in
Step 1 to manipulate on the real environment and

, yj2T) ,yOa{NT),

, Fey(T), FJ2T) FjNT)\

, xOa(2T) ,xjNT),

F'(NT)

collect the effective object position data and reaction
force data from the object position and force sensors.
In that way the following set of inputs and outputs is
observed:

(12)

(13)

These sets of inputs and outputs are used in the Step
4 of this algorithm for identification of the parameters
a, , a2,bx,b2 of the difference relation (9), and

identification of the parameters c,, c2, c 3 and

dx,d2 of the difference relation (11), using

augmented least square estimation method [15].

When all these parameters <2,, a2, bx, b2,

c,, c2, c 3 and dx, d2 are identified, the estimated

values of the unknown real environment parameters

>n . hy, ky, mx,

it is shown in Step 4.

and hx, may be calculated, as

Step 3: Following the procedure presented in the
Paragraph 3, design the approximate digital simulator
for the continuous environment dynamics, i.e. derive
the difference relations (9) and (11):

YjiT) + e i yj( i-1)Г]+ a2YOa[(i-2)T] =

= blFey[(i-l)T]+b2Fey[(i-2)T]

XjiT) + e,*J(i

where T is the sampling period,

s{ and s2 are eigenvalues of the environment

transfer function Gey (s) (6):

1_
2 rh..

— — L̂ *•

V2 S2(s2-Sx)

*o

S\S2
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identified from the effective sampled data xOa{iT)

and F^iiT), i = n + \,n + 2, , N , and then

the new values of mx, and hx, may be calculated

from the system of equations:

W ^ ffl, ^

4 "e + C"^

(see(3)).

Step 4: Identify the real environment parameters
using augmented least square estimation method [15].
The procedure is as follows. First, using the sets of
inputs and outputs (12) and (13) observed in Step 2,
define the following matrices:

(14)
and, for i = 2, ,3, A,

eR 4x1

(15)

Then, using (14) and (15) the explicit augmented
least square solution can be written as [15]:

So, from the equation (16) the parameters ax, a2,

and bx, b2 of the difference relation (9) may be

identified using the the effective sampled data

yJiT) and Fey(iT), / = 2,3,4, ,N,

(equations (14) and (15)). Then the new estimated
values of the unknown real environment parameters

Л A.

and k may be calculated as follows:m

y 7 h

1 1

sxs2

dy =(s{ +

ky =(sls2)

s2(s2-st)

)-my (17)

my

In a completely analogous way as for parameters

a i , a 2 , and £>,, b2, the parameters c{, c2, c 3 and

d{,d2 of the difference relation (11) may be

w h e r e OC = - C 3 = <

Finally, with these new identified environment

parameters fhy, A , k , mx, and Ax, Step 1 is

repeated, i.e. the single or multiple robots control
system is redesigned using these new identified
values of the unknown parameters of the dynamic
environment.

With the adaptive algorithm defined by the Steps

(1 + 4 ) , the single or multiple robots system can

improve its environment adaptability autonomously.

4. CONCLUSION

The paper presents an adaptive algorithm for
identification of the parameters of the dynamic
environment in contact tasks. The environment
dynamics has been taken into account since in
general case of treating the contact tasks, the
complete real environment dynamic model must be
considered. The dynamic environment has a
significant influence on the performances and the
stability of the single or multiple robots in the contact
tasks [2]. The general model of the environment
dynamics is given and the case when the environment
dynamics is represented by second order models with
parameter uncertainties is considered.

An approximate environment digital simulator for the
continuous environment dynamics is proposed, i.e. a
discrete transfer function which has approximately
the same characteristics as the continuous
environment dynamics is found. For solving this task
the method named hold equivalence is utilized. Using
the obtained discrete transfer function, and using the
augmented least square estimation method, a special
adaptive algorithm for identifying the unknown
parameters of the dynamic environment is proposed.
With this adaptive algorithm the combined single or
multiple robots and object system can improve its
environment adaptability autonomously.
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АДАПТИВЕН АЛГОРИТАМ ЗА ИДЕНТИФИКАЦИЈА HA
ПАРАМЕТРИТЕ HA ОКОЛИНАТА BO КОНТАКТНИ ЗАДАЧИ
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Bo оваа статија претставен е адаптивен метод
за идентификација на непознати параметри на
динамичка околина во контактни задачи со
користење на алгоритми за естимација со ме-
тодот на најмали квадрати. Апроксимативен
дигитален симулатор на околината е при-
кажан, т.е. одредена е дискретна преносна
функција што ги има приближно истите ка-
рактеристики како и континуалната преносна

функција што ја дефинира динамиката на око-
лината. За одредување на дигиталниот симу-
латор користен е методот на еквивалентно
задржување. Општиот модел на динамиката
на околината е даден и разгледуван е случајот
кога околината е претставена со модели со
непознати параметри од втор ред.

Клучни зборови: динамичка околина, иденти-
фикација, еквивалентно задржување
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